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Abstract
In this paper Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm which based on mine bomb explosion
concept is proposed to solve optimal reactive power problem.The clue of the projected Enhanced
Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm is based on the examination of a mine bomb explosion, in which
the thrown pieces of shrapnel crash with other mine bombs near the explosion area resulting in
their explosion. In this paper convergence speed has been enhanced. Proposed Enhanced Mine
Blast (EMB) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 118 & practical 191 bus test systems
and simulation results show clearly the superior performance of the projected Enhanced Mine
Blast (EMB) algorithm in reducing the real power loss.
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1. Introduction
Various algorithms are employed to solve the Reactive Power problem. Dissimilar types of
arithmetical methods like the gradient method [1-2], Newton method [3] and linear programming
[4-7] have been previously used to solve the optimal reactive power problem. The voltage
stability problem plays a central role in power system planning and operation [8].Evolutionary
algorithms such as genetic algorithm, Hybrid differential evolution algorithm, Biogeography
Based algorithm, a fuzzy based approach, an improved evolutionary programming [9-15] have
been already utilized to solve the reactive power flow problem In [16-18] different
methodologies are effectively handled the optimal power problem. In [19-20], a programming
based approach and probabilistic algorithm is used to solve the optimal reactive power problem.
This paper introduces a new Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm is used to solve optimal
reactive power problem. In Mine Blast Algorithm the concepts are enthused form the explosion
of mine bombs in actual life situations. In this paper the convergence speed has been improved.
Proposed Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm has been evaluated in standard IEEE 118 &
practical 191 bus test systems. The simulation results show that the proposed Enhanced Mine
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Blast (EMB) algorithm outperforms all the entitled reported algorithms in minimization of real
power loss.
2. Problem Formulation
The OPF problem is considered as a general minimization problem with constraints, and can be
written in the following form:
Minimize f(x, u)

(1)

Subject to g(x,u)=0
and
h(x, u) ≤ 0

(2)
(3)

Where f(x,u) is the objective function. g(x.u) and h(x,u) are respectively the set of equality and
inequality constraints. x is the vector of state variables, and u is the vector of control variables.
The state variables are the load buses (PQ buses) voltages, angles, the generator reactive powers
and the slack active generator power:
x = (Pg1 , θ2 , . . , θN , VL1 , . , VLNL , Qg1 , . . , Qgng )

T

(4)

The control variables are the generator bus voltages, the shunt capacitors/reactors and the
transformers tap-settings:
u = (Vg , T, Qc )
or

T

u = (Vg1 , … , Vgng , T1 , . . , TNt , Qc1 , . . , QcNc )

(5)
T

(6)

Where Ng, Nt and Nc are the number of generators, number of tap transformers and the number
of shunt compensators respectively.
3. Objective Function
Active Power Loss
The objective of the reactive power dispatch is to minimize the active power loss in the
transmission network, which can be described as follows:
𝐹 = 𝑃𝐿 = ∑𝑘∈𝑁𝑏𝑟 𝑔𝑘 (𝑉𝑖2 + 𝑉𝑗2 − 2𝑉𝑖 𝑉𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑖𝑗 )

(7)

or
𝑁𝑔
𝐹 = 𝑃𝐿 = ∑𝑖∈𝑁𝑔 𝑃𝑔𝑖 − 𝑃𝑑 = 𝑃𝑔𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 + ∑𝑖≠𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑃𝑔𝑖 − 𝑃𝑑

(8)

Where gk: is the conductance of branch between nodes i and j, Nbr: is the total number of
transmission lines in power systems. Pd: is the total active power demand, Pgi: is the generator
active power of unit i, and Pgsalck: is the generator active power of slack bus.
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Voltage Profile Improvement
For minimizing the voltage deviation in PQ buses, the objective function becomes:
𝐹 = 𝑃𝐿 + 𝜔𝑣 × 𝑉𝐷

(9)

Where ωv: is a weighting factor of voltage deviation.
VD is the voltage deviation given by:
𝑉𝐷 = ∑𝑁𝑝𝑞
𝑖=1 |𝑉𝑖 − 1|

(10)

Equality Constraint
The equality constraint g(x,u) of the ORPD problem is represented by the power balance
equation, where the total power generation must cover the total power demand and the power
losses:
𝑃𝐺 = 𝑃𝐷 + 𝑃𝐿
(11)
This equation is solved by running Newton Raphson load flow method, by calculating the active
power of slack bus to determine active power loss.
Inequality Constraints
The inequality constraints h(x,u) reflect the limits on components in the power system as well as
the limits created to ensure system security. Upper and lower bounds on the active power of
slack bus, and reactive power of generators:
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑔𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘
≤ 𝑃𝑔𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 ≤ 𝑃𝑔𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘

(12)

𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑄𝑔𝑖
≤ 𝑄𝑔𝑖 ≤ 𝑄𝑔𝑖
, 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑔

(13)

Upper and lower bounds on the bus voltage magnitudes:
𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑉𝑖 ≤ 𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁

(14)

Upper and lower bounds on the transformers tap ratios:
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑇𝑖 ≤ 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑇

(15)

Upper and lower bounds on the compensators reactive powers:
𝑄𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑄𝑐 ≤ 𝑄𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝐶

(16)

Where N is the total number of buses, NT is the total number of Transformers; Ncis the total
number of shunt reactive compensators.
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4. Mine Blast Algorithm
The idea of the projected algorithm is based on the observation of a mine bomb explosion, in
which the thrown pieces of shrapnel crash with other mine bombs near the explosion area
resulting in their explosion [21, 22]. To understand this situation, consider a mine field where the
aim is to clear the mines. Hence, the aim is to find the mines, while importantly to find the one
with the most explosive effect located at the optimal point X* which can cause the most
casualties (min or max f(x) per X*). The mine bombs of different sizes and explosive powers are
planted under the ground. When a mine bomb is exploded, it spreads many shrapnel pieces and
the casualties (f(x)) caused byeach piece of shrapnel are calculated. A high value for
casualtiesper piece of shrapnel in an area may designate the existence of other mines which may
or may not have higher explosive power. Each shrapnel piece has certain directions and distances
to collide with other mine bombs which may lead to the explosion of other mines due to the
collision. The collision of shrapnel pieces with other mines may lead us to discover the most
explosive mine. The casualties caused by the explosion of a mine bomb are considered as the
fitness of the objective function at the mine bomb’s location. The domain (mine field) solution
may be divided into infinite grid where there is one mine bomb in each portion of the grid. The
Mine Blast Algorithm starts with an initial point(s) called the first shot point(s). The first shot
𝑓
point is represented by 𝑋0 . The superscript f refers to the number of first shot point(s) (f = 1, 2,
3, . . .), where f can be a user defined parameter. However, the algorithm can also arbitrarily
choose the location(s) of the first shot point(s) using the lower and upper bound values of a
problem. This algorithm requires apreliminary population of individuals as is the case with
several other metaheuristic methods. This population is generated by a first shot explosion
producing a number of individuals (shrapnel pieces). The number of initial population (Npop) is
considered as the number of shrapnel pieces (Ns). The algorithm uses the lower and upper bound
values specified by a problem. It then creates the first shot point value by a small randomly
generated value given as:
𝑋0 = 𝐿𝐵 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 × (𝑈𝐵 − 𝐿𝐵)

(17)

where X0, LB and UB are the produced first shot point, lower and upper bounds of the problem,
respectively. randis a uniformly distributed arbitrary number between 0 and 1. Although in all
optimization simulations conducted in this research one first shot point was used efficiently,
however, more than one first shot points may be used which results in an increase in the
preliminary population and subsequently results in an increase in the number of function
evaluations (computational cost). Suppose that X is the current location of a mine bomb given as:
X = {Xm}, m = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Nd

(18)

in which Nd is the search space dimension equal to the number of independent variables. Ponder
that Ns shrapnel pieces are produced by the mine bomb explosion causing another mine to
explode at Xn+1 location:
𝑓
𝑋𝑛+1

=

𝑓
𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1)

𝑓

+ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−√

𝑚𝑛+1
𝑓

𝑑𝑛+1

𝑓

) 𝑋𝑛 , 𝑛 = 0,1,2,3.
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𝑓

Where𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1),𝑑𝑛+1 ,𝑚𝑛+1 are the location of exploding mine bomb collided by shrapnel, the
distance and the direction (slope) of the thrown shrapnel pieces in each iteration, respectively.
𝑓
The location of exploding mine bomb𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) is defined as:
𝑓

𝑓

𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) = 𝑑𝑛 × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃), 𝑛 = 0,1,2.

(20)

Where rand is a uniformly distributed random number and 𝜃is the angle of the shrapnel pieces
which is a constant value and is calculated using 𝜃 = 360/Ns.
The concept of Eq. (20) is to simulate the explosion of mine bombs in the real world. Each
shrapnel pieces (individual), having variable distances from the point of explosion and definite
𝑓
directions, explore the domain space in 360◦ at each iteration specified by 𝜃and 𝑑𝑛 in order to
find the best optimal point. The value of 𝜃is set to 360/Ns in order to conduct uniform search in
the domain space. This can prevent the accumulation of individuals in a specific region of the
domain search.
The exponential term in Eq. (19) is used to improve the obtained blast point by influencing the
𝑓
𝑓
information from previous solutions(𝑋𝑛 ). The distance 𝑑𝑛+1 and the direction of shrapnel
𝑓
pieces 𝑚𝑛+1 are defined as:

𝑓

𝑓 2

𝑓

𝑓

𝑓 2

𝑑𝑛+1 = √(𝑋𝑛+1 − 𝑋𝑛 ) + (𝐹𝑛+1 − 𝐹𝑛 ) 𝑛 = 0,1,2, ..
𝑓

𝑚𝑛+1 =

𝑓

𝑓

𝑓

𝑓

𝐹𝑛+1 −𝐹𝑛

𝑋𝑛+1 −𝑋𝑛

𝑛 = 0,1,2, …

(21)
(22)

Where F is the function value for the X. To calculate the initial distance for each shrapnel pieces
d0 = (UB−LB) in each dimensions is used. The initial distance given by the algorithm issued to
search the best solution within a range (LB < d0< UB) that is computed by the product of the
initial distance and a randomly created number. Additionally, in order to conduct exploration of
the design space at smaller and larger distances, the exploration factor (𝜇) is introduced. This
constant, which is used in the primary iterations of the algorithm, is compared with an iteration
number index (k), and if it is higher than k, then the exploration process begins. The equations
for the exploration of the solution space are given as:
𝑓

𝑓

𝑑𝑛+1 = 𝑑𝑛 × (|𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑛|)2 𝑛 = 0,1,2.
𝑓

𝑓

𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) = 𝑑𝑛 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃), 𝑛 = 0,1,2.

(23)
(24)

Where rand n is normally distributed pseudorandom number. During the exploration process
when the 𝜇 is applied, the distance of each shrapnel piecesis modified using Eq. (23). The square
of a normally distributed randomnumber offers the advantage of search ability at smaller and
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larger distances giving better exploration in early iterations. Therefore, the exploration process
shifts the shrapnel pieces closer to the optimum point in early iterations. A higher value for the
exploration factor (𝜇) makes it possible to explore more remote regions (better exploration), thus,
the value of 𝜇 determines the intensity of theexploration.To increase the global search ability of
the method, initial distance of shrapnel pieces are reduced gradually to allow the mine bombs
𝑓
search the probable global minimum location. The reduction in 𝑑0 is given as:
𝑓

𝑑

𝑓

𝑛−1
𝑑𝑛 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑘
⁄𝛼)

𝑛 = 1,2,3.

(25)

Where𝛼 and k are reduction constants and iteration number index, respectively. The choice of 𝛼
which is user parameter depends onthe complexity of the problem. The effect of 𝛼 is to reduce
thedistance of each shrapnel pieces adaptively using Eq. (25). Thus the whole interval from
lower bound to upper bound for a given problem is searched. At the final iteration, the value of
distance of shrapnel will be approximately equal to zero .The schematic diagram of the algorithm
representing two aspects of the Mine blast Algorithm (MBA) (exploration in colour lines and
exploitation in black colour lines) is shown in Fig. 1 [22].

Figure 1: Schematic view of the mine blast algorithm including of exploration (colour lines) and
exploitation (black lines) processes.
Based on Fig. 1, there are two processes for searching the solution domain in order to find the
global optimum solution, the exploration and exploitation processes. The difference between
these two processes is how they influence the whole search process toward the optimal solution.
More specifically, the exploration factor describes the exploration process (colour lines in Fig.
1). The exploration factor (𝜇) represents the number of first iterations.Hence, if 𝜇 is set to 10,
then for 10 iterations the algorithm usesEqs. (23) and (24) for calculating the distance of shrapnel
pieces and the location of the exploded mine bomb, respectively. On the other hand, for the
exploitation process (black lines in Fig. 1), the algorithm is encouraged to focus on the optimal
point. In particular, with respect to the exploitation process, the proposed algorithm converges to
the global optimum solution using Equations.(20) – (22) to calculate the location of exploded
mine bomb, distance and the direction of shrapnel pieces, respectively. The distance of shrapnel
pieces is reduced adaptively using Eq. (25) in exploitation process (i.e., as it converges to the
optimal solution). The pseudo code for the exploration and exploitation processes is as follows:
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If 𝜇> k
Exploration (Eqs.(23) and (24))
Else
Exploitation (Eqs.(20)–(22), and (25))
End
Where k is the iteration number index.
In the present work, a modified feasible-based mechanism is used to handle the problem specific
constraints which consist of the following four rules [23]:
 Rule 1: Any feasible solution is preferred to any infeasible solution.
 Rule 2: Infeasible solutions containing slight violation of the constraints (from 0.01 in the
first iteration to 0.001 in the last iteration) are considered as feasible solutions.
 Rule 3: Between two feasible solutions, the one having the better objective function value
is preferred.
 Rule 4: Between two infeasible solutions, the one having the smaller sum of constraint
violation is preferred.
By using the first and fourth rules, the search is oriented to the feasible region rather than to the
infeasible region, and by employing the third rule the search is directed to the feasible region
with good solutions [23]. For most structural optimization problems, the global minimum locates
on or close to the boundary of a feasible design space. By applying rule 2, the shrapnel pieces
approach the boundaries and can reach the global minimum with a higher probability [24].Fig. 2
[22] shows the constraint handling approach by the Mine blast algorithm (MBA). As can be seen
from Fig. 2, in the search space, shrapnel pieces may violate either the problem specific
constraints or the limits of the design variables. In this case, the distance of infeasible shrapnel
piece (e.g. X3 in Fig. 2) is reduced adaptively using Eq. (25) whereas that violated shrapnel piece
is also placed in the feasible region.

Figure 2: Schematic view of constraint handling approach using the MBA method.
For termination criteria, as usually considered in metaheuristic algorithms, the best result is
calculated where the termination condition may be assumed as the maximum number of
iterations, CPU time, or 𝜀 which is a small value and is definedas an allowable tolerance between
the last two results. The MBAcontinues until the above convergence criteria are satisfied.
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5. Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) Algorithm
The alteration achieved by having distance between current exploded point 𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) and current
best solution so far 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 . The proposed amendment is given below,
1

𝑓

𝑋𝑛+1 = 𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−√𝐷) × 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 ⊗ {𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) }, 𝑛 = 1,2,3.
2 1⁄2

𝐷 = [∑𝑚
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) ) ]

(26)
(27)

Where D represents Euclidean distances between current best solution 𝑋𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and current point of
explosion 𝑋𝑒(𝑛+1) in m dimensions. The projected approach did not use information of previous
best location, therefore it improve the speed the convergence of the algorithm.
Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm for solving optimal reactive power problem,
a) Choose the preliminary parameters: Ns, 𝜇, 𝛼, and maximum number of iterations.
b) Verify the condition of exploration factor (𝜇).
c) If condition of exploration factor is satisfied, calculate the distance of shrapnel pieces and
their locations according to Eqs. (23) and (24), respectively. Else, go to Step 10.
d) Calculate the direction of shrapnel pieces according to Eq. (22).
e) Create the shrapnel pieces and calculate their improved locations using Eq. (19, 26, 27).
f) Check the constraints for generated shrapnel pieces.
g) Accumulate the best shrapnel piece as the best temporal solution.
h) Does the shrapnel piece have the lower function value than the best temporal solution?
i) If true, swap the position of the shrapnel piece with the finest temporal solution. Else, go
to Step j.
j) Calculate the distance of shrapnel pieces and their locations using Eqs. (20) and (21) and
return to Step 4.
k) Reduce the distance of the shrapnel pieces adaptively using Eq. (25).
l) Check the convergence criteria. If the stopping criterion is satisfied, the algorithm will be
stopped. Else, return to Step b.
6. Simulation Results
At first Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm has been tested in standard IEEE 118-bus test
system [25].The system has 54 generator buses, 64 load buses, 186 branches and 9 of them are
with the tap setting transformers. The limits of voltage on generator buses are 0.95 -1.1 per-unit.,
and on load buses are 0.95 -1.05 per-unit. The limit of transformer rate is 0.9 -1.1, with the
changes step of 0.025. The limitations of reactive power source are listed in Table 1, with the
change in step of 0.01.
Table 1: Limitation of reactive power sources
5
34 37 44 45 46 48
BUS
14 0
10 10 10 15
QCMAX 0
0
0
QCMIN -40 0 -25 0 0
74 79 82 83 105 107 110
BUS
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20 20
0 0

10 20
0 0

6
0

6
0

The statistical comparison results of 50 trial runs have been list in Table 2 and the results clearly
show the better performance of proposed Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm.
Table 2: Comparison results
Active power loss (p.u) BBO
ILSBBO/
ILSBBO/
[26]
strategy1 [26] strategy1 [26]
128.77 126.98
124.78
Min
132.64
137.34
132.39
Max
130.21 130.37
129.22
Average

Proposed
EMB
115.38
119.92
116.46

Then the Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm has been tested in practical 191 test system and
the following results have been obtained. In Practical 191 test bus system – Number of
Generators = 20, Number of lines = 200, Number of buses = 191 Number of transmission lines =
55. Table 3 shows the optimal control values of practical 191 test system obtained by EMB
method. And table 4 shows the results about the value of the real power loss by obtained by
Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm.
Table 3: Optimal Control values of Practical 191 utility (Indian) system by EMB method
VG1
1.10
VG 11
0.90
VG 2
0.70
VG 12
1.00
VG 3
1.01
VG 13
1.00
VG 4
1.01
VG 14
0.90
VG 5
1.10
VG 15
1.00
VG 6
1.10
VG 16
1.00
VG 7
1.10
VG 17
0.90
VG 8
1.01
VG 18
1.00
VG 9
1.10
VG 19
1.10
VG 10
1.01
VG 20
1.10

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
T11
T12

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.10
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.00
1.00
0.90
1.00

T21
T22
T23
T24
T25
T26
T27
T28
T29
T30
T31
T32

0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
1.00
0.90
0.90
1.01
0.90
0.90
0.90

T41
T42
T43
T44
T45
T46
T47
T48
T49
T50
T51
T52

0.90
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.90
0.91
1.00
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
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T14
T15
T19
T20

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.02
1.01
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T33
T34
T35
T39
T40

1.01
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90

T53
T54
T55

1.00
0.90
0.90

Table 4: Optimum real power loss values obtained for practical 191 utility (Indian) system by
EMB method.
Real power Loss (MW) EMB
Min
143.164
Max
147.152
Average
144.138
7. Conclusion
.
Proposed Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm has been successfully solved reactive power
problem. Enhanced Mine Blast (EMB) algorithm is applied to obtain the optimal control
variables so as to minimize the real power loss the system. The proposed algorithm has been
tested in standard IEEE 118 & practical 191 bus test systems. And the results were compared
with other standard algorithms. Simulation study make known about the most excellent
performance of the projected algorithm in reducing the real power loss and voltage profiles are
well within the limits
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